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Definite ly Medusa

    In the evenings, Dawn likes to venture down the red-and-white-splashed boardwalk, splinters sharpening with grit
and sand as she passes, swirling like Christmas tree garland, swirling like that of the vanilla soft-serve held by the
man standing just over there. Just over on the edge of the pier, slowly dragging his tongue along decadent four-
dollar-ripples, dragging his toes to ripple the water’s surface, give and take, foam and sea disgruntled by the
disturbance. 
    And that’s not right. Not right one bit, Dawn thinks to herself, waving back at the vanilla-focused man who
notices her, a second lonely soul on a pier bared. It’s one in the morning after all, Dawn’s bare feet sliding into the
ghosts of flip flops. Stale, pale layers awaiting dissipation tomorrow morning. But for now, doused in twilight and
resolve, resolving to cling to Dawn’s blue bell-bottom jeans, for now watching Dawn’s ankles plod their way
towards the man, her knees creaking as she lowers herself a few feet from him, grained, grey cement rising to greet
her. “Hello,” the man greets her too, lowering his head in a nod, down, almost enough to align with the shadowed
treeline on the far-off shore, werewolves’ molars , Dawn thinks. And up, his head rises, bobbing too high before
slingshotting down into place again, and then maybe nothing’s occurred after all. 
    Dawn looks the man up and down: patchy, rutted coat coating his torso, dijon-mustard yellow, dijon-mustard
breath. Dijon-mustard eyes too. Man should start a condiment factory, Dawn thinks, start with mustard, maybe
expand into ketchup after a few years, maybe venture into salad dressing. As she pauses, her thighs shift
unwillingly, splinters poking into her legs, splintering her skin. Get on with it, the caked mud crawling beneath her
calves urges. 
    The man’s phone begins to ring, and he shrugs apologetically at Dawn as it slices cleanly through the silence.
“Hello?” He says. “Hello?” He tugs the phone away from his ear, tugs his sleeves up a little. His arms are thinner
than Dawn expected. Expectantly, he looks at the screen, looks at Dawn, whose eyes are fixed on the unnatural
light, affixed on his face too, garish cheekbones prodding the night air. There’s a string of numbers marching across
the phone, underneath: ‘Maybe: Sal.’ The man holds his phone away from his chest, closer to the ocean. The ocean
and Dawn and the man and the man’s phone sit in silence for almost half an hour, a low note briefly filling the air and
the phone screen going dark after that, the phone vanishing back into the man’s upper-right pocket.
“Sal’s my ex,” he begins, unprompted. Dawn blinks at him. “Deleted their contact, couldn’t bring myself to block
‘em, the usual story. Char--Charlotte, my kid, calls sometimes from their phone. Still hasn’t talked, hasn’t really
forgiven me for leaving her, I think. She likes to hear where I am, likes to know that I’m still out there. That’s what
Sal’s told me at least. And I don’t want to- can’t be one of those houdini dads, pull a vanishing act, so I sit and wait
until she hangs up. Hope she knows it means that I still got her, no matter what.” He pauses, takes a bite of the ice
cream cone that Dawn can feel in her teeth. “You married?” He asks. Dawn shrugs, unsure. “Divorced?” Dawn
shrugs again. “Kids? Family?” Dawn considers, nods, then shakes her head, blonde hair following each movement
like a stubborn shadow.
    “Had a wife, had a kid.” She states after the silence grows uncomfortable, voice grating the space between them
like soft parmesan over spaghetti.
    “Oh, I’m-” The man begins
    “No you’re not.” Dawn cuts him off. “You don’t even know who I am.”
    “Yeah, but that doesn’t mean I can’t be sorry.” The man says, and Dawn looks away from him, brushing sediment
off of her nostrils. “Look, I get it, or some of it, at least.”
    “It’s different.” Dawn crosses her arms.
    “We’re both out here.” The man argues, “both out on a pier in the middle of the night.”
    “Can you still, in theory, see your family?”
    “Yes, but-” The man starts.



    “There’s your answer.” Dawn says, slumping a little bit. 
    “I’m sorry.” The man begins again. Dawn looks at him pointedly. “Not for you, just for thinking it was the same
because it’s not.” 
“Thank you.” Dawn says, nodding jerkily. “Honestly, I haven’t argued with anyone in months. You’re the first person
who hasn’t treated me like I’m about to shatter. Not because I’m not, but if I’m going to it isn’t going to because of
anyone living.” Her fingers clasp into a fist, then a rock, then a fist again. She drops a smooth, grey stone onto the
pier, picks it up, throws it.
    They watch as the stone splashes, vanishes, in the distance, at Dawn’s hand. He can tell that Dawn hadn’t had
that stone until just now, but he doesn’t pry, could pry further, shouldn’t. Should and could are different, the man
reminds himself. Dawn appreciates his silence, kicks her feet back and forth above the water, the bottoms of her bell
bottoms brushing the edge of the pier. They sit in silence and Dawn can feel the sand begin rising from the bottom of
the ocean, it’s impatient. She can feel her lungs filling with dust, aching to exhale. Exhale and harden each follicle,
each inch of skin, cake them with sand, mud, clay like she’s done with so many others: men, women. Like she’d
done last year with her wife and daughter. The waves are curling, yawning into gaping mouths, and Dawn didn’t
really come to the end of the pier because the man, the morsel, was forcing the water to yield to his toes.


